Company Motto/Management Philosophy/
Lion Group Charter for Corporate Behavior

Corporate Message

Company Motto
Lion Corporation positions “Fulfilling a Spirit of Love” as fundamental to its management,
and thus contributes to the enrichment of the happiness and lives of people.

Management Philosophy

1

We bring together the power of our personnel, the power of our technology and the power of our
marketing, as we provide superior products that are helpful in the daily lives of people.

2

We respect the “Spirit of Tenacity and Creativity” that we have maintained since our founding, as
we continue developing our business.

3

We deeply appreciate all those who extend their valuable support to us, as we prosper together
through sincerity and mutual trust.

Lion Group Charter for Corporate Behavior
We, the Lion Group, shall, in addition to being an economic entity designated to pursue profits through fair competition, act as a
social entity that contributes to society at large. We shall respect human rights and conduct ourselves with initiative in a socially
responsible manner toward the creation of a sustainable society, observing both the spirit as well as the letter of all applicable
laws and international rules and not harming the public interest, both in Japan and abroad, in accordance with the following
10 principles.

1. [Principal Mission]

8. [Contribution in Foreign Countries]

We shall earn the confidence and satisfaction of customers (consumers
and users) by providing excellent, safe goods and services useful for their
daily lives.

In our overseas operations, we shall not only observe international rules
and the laws of relevant foreign countries, but also respect local cultures
and customs and contribute to the development of local communities with
sincerity and mutual trust.

2. [Compliance with Public Rules]
We shall observe all relevant laws and regulations and engage in fair,
transparent and free competition and proper transactions. We shall
maintain sound and proper relationships with governmental and political
bodies.

3. [Disclosure]
We, as a socially open company, shall actively engage in communication
not only with our shareholders but also with members of society at large
and disclose information generally regarding Company management in an
appropriate and timely manner.

4. [Environmental Issues]
We shall play a positive and active role in creating a sustainable society
that harmonizes economic development and environmental protection.

5. [Improvement of Working Environments]
We shall promote fair treatment and respect the diversity, individuality and
personalities of our employees. We shall ensure a safe and comfortable
workplace to realize the mental and physical well-being of our employees.

6. [Contribution to Society]
We shall actively contribute to society as good corporate citizens.

7. [Opposition to Antisocial Forces]
We shall firmly oppose antisocial entities and organizations threatening
the order and security of civil society.
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9. [Practice of Corporate Ethics]
Top management shall assume responsibility for implementing the spirit
of this Charter and shall take the initiative to set a good example and
fully inform Lion Group employees of the Charter. Top management shall
strive to take in internal and external opinions continuously to promote
mutual understanding and the development and implementation of
effective internal control systems while enforcing thorough compliance
with corporate ethics.

Corporate Slogan

life. love.

10. [Resolution of Problems]
Should an incident contrary to the principles of this Charter occur, top
management shall publicly clarify its position, taking responsibility to
resolve the problem on its own initiative, and strive to investigate the
facts, identify the causes of the incident and prevent recurrences. Top
management shall fulfill its responsibility to disclose accurate information
promptly and explain the situation, and shall resolve the problem in a
manner fully understandable to society. After clarifying authority and
responsibility for said problem, top management shall impose strict
and impartial disciplinary actions upon any liable persons, including the
highest level of management.

The Heart of All We Do
Lion has been a regular part of everyday life for more than 120 years.
In that time, we have seen how ordinary days, one by one, add up to a lifetime.
Moreover, we have come to believe that each new day is the first step into a bright future,
and that living every day positively and to the fullest is the essence of happiness.
That is why we have made it our mission at Lion to contribute to ordinary life,
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every day, and reflected this commitment in our corporate slogan.
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